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Abstract

Objective: This paper describes a project to revise an existing research data management (RDM) course to include instruction in computer skills with robust data science tools.

Setting: A Carnegie R1 university.

Brief Description: Graduate student researchers need training in the basic concepts of RDM. However, they generally lack experience with robust data science tools to implement these concepts holistically. Two library instructors fundamentally redesigned an existing research RDM course to include instruction with such tools. The course was divided into lecture and lab sections to facilitate the increased instructional burden. Learning objectives and assessments were designed at a higher order to allow students to demonstrate that they not only understood course concepts but could use their computer skills to implement these concepts.

Results: Twelve students completed the first iteration of the course. Feedback from these students was very positive, and they appreciated the combination of theoretical concepts, computer skills and hands-on activities. Based on student feedback, future iterations of the course will include more “flipped” content including video lectures and interactive computer tutorials to maximize active learning time in both lecture and lab.
Introduction

Teaching research data management to graduate students is a trend within information literacy instruction (Carlson et al. 2011; Qin and D’ignazio 2010; Whitmire 2015). A variety of pedagogies have been used, including one shot guest lectures (Westra and Walton 2015), online courses (Johnston and Jeffryes 2014b), traditional courses (Bracke and Fosmire 2015), workshops (Adamick, Reznik-Zellen, and Sheridan 2012), team-based active learning (Clement et al. 2017), and blended learning (Zhang, Goodman, and Xie 2015).

Initial offerings provided instruction on the basic concepts of research data management (Carlson et al. 2011; Qin and D’ignazio 2010). Over time, the educational objectives have become more specific, either by discipline (e.g. agriculture (Carlson and Bracke 2015), engineering (Holles and Schmidt 2018; Johnston and Jeffryes 2014a), meteorology (Frank and Pharo 2016), business (Macy and Coates 2016), climate sciences (Thielen et al. 2017), GIS (Widener and Reese 2016), architecture, history, and social work (Addison, Aaron and Moore, Jennifer 2015), or by skill set (visualization (Konkiel, Marshall, and Polley 2013), personal health data (Johnson 2017), and personal digital archiving (Mannheimer and Banta 2018). Active learning is often an integral part of this instruction to provide students a hands-on experience.

A common limitation of the active learning problems is that students must use data science tools with significant shortcomings because there is no time to train them to use more robust tools. For example, you can teach students to do data validation or visualization with Excel, but it has critical shortcomings in documenting workflows or preventing data corruption. In practice, students may leave the course, workshop or lecture with a list of theoretical data management concepts they need to implement, but they lack the skills to apply these concepts holistically.

This article describes the redesign of an introductory, graduate-level data management course that was developed by librarians at a Carnegie R1 University (Carlson and Stowell Bracke 2015). The original course was offered in collaboration with a department in the life sciences with disciplinary faculty and librarians as instructors. Recent changes at the University included the ability of the library to offer credit courses independent of other departments, and a University-wide data science initiative. These changes warranted a fundamental reimagining of the course rather than simple revision with a major goal of providing students some training with data science tools that they can use to address their data management needs.

Course Development

Previous experiences with the original course informed the course development. The original course covered the fundamental concepts of research data management using an active learning approach. However, given the constraints of the course, the active learning activities typically did not use the tools common to the students’ research discipline. For example, file and directory names were developed and critiqued based on the capacity for a person to determine the contents of the file. The only tools that are required for this exercise are a whiteboard. However, file and directory names can contain important metadata that can be parsed computationally and incorporated into data analysis workflows (Noble 2009). This latter concept is difficult to teach unless students can actually manipulate the file and directory names with tools such as Python, R, and UNIX. Thus, there was a clear opportunity to provide
some training with computational tools to enhance the active learning activities of the original course.

The liaison experiences and skills of the course developers dictated software and tool selection for the course. These experiences include instruction at the graduate level and research consultations with both graduate students and faculty spanning multiple departments in six colleges in the life sciences and engineering, so the developers are very familiar with the tools utilized by the target students. Another major factor in software and tool selection is that it should be open-source or widely available. Importantly, one developer has extensive experience with computational tools used in the life sciences including Excel, R, and UNIX. Therefore, these tools were chosen for course.

From inception, the course was targeted to graduate students in disciplines that generate quantitative data such as the life sciences and engineering. Course development used a backwards design philosophy (Wiggins and McTighe 2005). Learning objectives were identified for the course as a starting point for creating learning and assessment activities, and include knowledge and skills from the DIL competencies:

- Students will implement current best strategies for their own research project to address the major goals of research data management.
- Students will learn how to efficiently use a computer as their primary data management tool based on knowledge of how files and data are stored on Windows, Mac, and UNIX computer systems.
- Students will devise efficient strategies to collect, store, organize, analyze and share their research data dictated by basic data types, dataset organizations, and best practices for data publication.
- Students will adapt and apply existing metadata schema to their own research data to maximize data publication.
- Students will discover a wide range of public data repositories so that they can identify, acquire, explore, clean, and incorporate published data into their own research project.
- Students will prepare datasets for publication by identifying appropriate repositories, choosing the best format for data sharing and assigning sufficient metadata.
- Students will devise a data management plan that complies with one or more major government funding agencies.

Course development guidelines at the University specify that graduate-level courses must achieve higher-order learning objectives, so all outcomes were designed at Bloom’s taxonomy levels of apply or above. Importantly, the learning outcomes can be assessed with activities that allow students to implement DIL competencies using computer skills. The DIL competencies were mapped to computer skills (Figure 1) to facilitate this goal.

Given that the course must deliver both theoretical concepts and hands-on computer skills, the developers scheduled the course with both lecture and lab periods on different days. This
allows flexibility for the instruction team, e.g. one instructor can deliver the theoretical material while the other can focus on teaching the computer skills. This also allows students time to internalize concepts before they implement them in the lab.

**Lecture**

The lecture content provides a theoretical underpinning for the data management activities that the students carry out in the lab. It also gives the students the basic knowledge needed to manage their data outside the class (Table 1).

Each lecture features a hands-on activity that applies the skill that is the focus of the lecture. These activities may apply to data sets, but may also use case studies, discussion, dummy data sets, or educational modules that are publically available such as DataOne (Henkel et al. 2017). The goal of each activity is to stimulate thinking and discussion among the students on the theory behind best data management practices and to evaluate the consequences of bad choices.

---

**Figure 1**: Select Data Information Literacy Competencies Mapped to Computer Skills. The links between data information literacy competencies embedded in the learning objectives to computer skills taught in the lab are explicitly discussed with students to emphasize the strengths and weaknesses of each tool.
Table 1: Topics covered in lectures in chronological order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is Data?</th>
<th>Data Acquisition from Public Repositories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Data Lifecycle</td>
<td>Data Presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage Media</td>
<td>Data Visualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup Strategies</td>
<td>Data Sharing and Use Agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File and Directory Organization</td>
<td>Data Publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning for Data Collection</td>
<td>Big Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Validation</td>
<td>Data Management Plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Exploration and Quality Control</td>
<td>Final Project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lab

The labs were designed to reinforce concepts from the lecture while providing hands-on instruction with tools commonly used in the disciplines of the target students. A major goal was to help the students use the resources provided by the university to manage their data effectively. Resources included multiple data storage and transfer options, desktop and high-performance computing, and the tools UNIX, R (R Core Team 2017), RStudio (RStudio Team 2016) and Microsoft Excel.

Basic instruction on scripting with R was included and relied heavily on the features of RStudio, especially RMarkdown (Allaire et al. 2018). This file format allowed students to produce documents that incorporated text, figures, file and website links, and executed code that could generated results, e.g. table and figures, that are inserted into the document. Assignments in RMarkdown can be structured to parallel the data lifecycle from data acquisition, cleaning and transformation to analysis, visualization, and sharing (Supplemental Content). Importantly, RMarkdown files are plain text and easy to version control. Currently, RMarkdown supports code written in R, Python, C++, SQL and Stan, and some UNIX commands can be executed with R code. In short, RStudio provides many features that are required by the students to implement their data management strategies.

Many R packages have significant shortcomings when it comes to DIL competencies, and base R syntax for data manipulation is difficult to teach. Therefore, the course used the tidyverse collection of R packages (Wickham 2017), including ggplot2 (Wickham 2009), for several reasons. RStudio provides strong support for these packages in the help menus, making it easier for students to learn. Learning is also facilitated because the tidyverse functions are human-literate as opposed to computer-literate, e.g. you can filter observations or select variables from your data set whereas base R uses a combination of square brackets,
dollar signs, and commas to extract data. Importantly, the idea of tidy data aligns with data literacy concepts (Wickham 2014), especially issues of data organization, quality assurance and analysis. A shortcoming of tidyverse is that it applies to rectangular datasets, i.e. rows and columns of data. This is not a major issues because most of the students work with rectangular data sets, and they can build on their R skills with packages that can handle data formats such as JSON.

Data visualization is a strength of R, and ggplot2 provides a “grammar of graphics” in which data visualizations are built from multiple layers of data, each of which provides key information to the viewer (Wickham 2010). The idea of layers is not new in graphic design, but the implementation in ggplot2 is fairly intuitive, easy to teach, and easy to document. Importantly, the data manipulation methods of tidyverse integrate smoothly with ggplot2 data visualization methods.

It should be emphasized that the lab instruction is not intended to teach computer programming, per se. Computational concepts such as recursion, nested expressions, and application development are kept to a minimum. Similarly, statistical concepts are not covered in the course, even though R is designed for statistical computing and analysis. The emphasis is on using R and RMarkdown to document processes such as data cleaning, transformation, visualization, and analysis to facilitate research data management.

Some lab instruction with UNIX and Microsoft Excel was also included. At the University, UNIX skills are required to use some computing resources, e.g. logging on, finding software and moving files. Likewise, Excel is thoroughly embedded in most disciplines, so some instruction on best practices with Excel was included, e.g. carefully importing data to avoid corruption, data validation and filtering.

Assessment

Assessments included homework, lab exercises and a data management plan (DMP) with a short presentation. The format of the homework and DMP are typical of DIL courses. The lab exercises are different in that they require students to use computer skills to solve data management problems such as data cleaning or visualization. Students were graded on completing the data management problem, not on the elegance or efficiency of the computer code.

A novel assessment used in the course is the data management notebook written in RMarkdown. The students were instructed to record their notes, specific assignments, R code examples, common computer tasks (e.g. mapping network drives), data management rules (e.g. LOCKSS), and information resources in their notebook throughout the semester. The notebook is the student’s opportunity to integrate the course content into a document that they can readily refer to in the future or share with others. The grading rubric assigned points based on use of good data management, content organization, use of R and RMarkdown, depth and breadth of content, and critical thinking applied to course concepts. Generally, students did quite well with this assignment, and several students produced outstanding notebooks that demonstrated that they were already building on the material covered in the course.
Feedback

Students were surveyed at the end of the course (Supplemental Content). Of 12 students who completed the class, six finished the course survey. The feedback for all aspects of the course was positive. Four were extremely satisfied and two were moderately satisfied with the course, and all respondents were likely to recommend the course to a friend. Students liked the opportunity to apply data management concepts using tools such as R. However, students with less computer experience noted that the infrastructure could be confusing at times. Students also requested more work with case studies in lecture and more time with UNIX and Git version control in lab.

Feedback from faculty in other departments has been informal. There is a general recognition that the training the course provides is important, but getting students in the class is still a challenge. The course was scheduled again for spring 2018, but it was cancelled because of low enrollment. On the success side, for fall 2018, one department required all entering graduate students to enroll in the class. As part of the campus-wide data science initiative at the University, librarians are developing a graduate certificate in data management that will include this course. More formal feedback and discussion of courses will be part of the development process.

Future Developments

Teaching data management is always challenging but adding tools such as Unix and R add complications because students absorb this material at different paces. Computers are intolerant of typographical and syntax errors, so student progress was often hindered by minor errors in coding. This is an unavoidable consequence of computer coding, but it does reinforce the importance of good data management practices such as data cleaning and consistent data entry.

Fortunately, tools such as the {learnr} R package (Borges and Allaire 2018) can be used to develop instructional materials that are amenable to a “flipped” classroom (Brunner and Kim 2016, Brauer, Torfs, and Uijlenhoet 2018). {learnr} tutorials are small web applications that can be used to teach fundamentals of R programming and data manipulation. Future iterations of the course will have lab instruction supplemented by {learnr} tutorials that students can work through at their own pace. Tutorials have already been piloted on a small scale for other courses.

One limitation of the current course is that engineering students typically do not use R, preferring Python or MATLAB instead. Any course is necessarily limited by the knowledge and skills of the instructors, and the developers of this course have no experience with Python or MATLAB. However, with the proper skills, the lab instruction could be adapted for these tools. Python would be an excellent choice because of its popularity, wealth of packages, and workflow documentation methods such as Jupyter Notebooks.

Conclusions

This course provides students with practical, hands on experience in data management techniques using robust data science tools. Through a lecture/lab format, students get both the
theoretical and practical applications that they need and want to manage their research data. Student feedback indicates that the mix of theoretical concepts and practical skills was appreciated. One department has enrolled all new graduate students in the course for fall 2018 and the course is under consideration as actual requirement for that graduate program, showing that departmental support for such courses is possible. Current efforts are directed to scaling-up the course and adapting the content to other disciplines to satisfy a requirement in a nascent data management graduate certificate.
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